
Jesus spoke to them and said, "Take courage, it is I; do not be afraid." (Matthew 14, v27)
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I suppose my closest to drowning came some years ago when my younger brother 
Peter and I were sailing in the Autumn ‘Frostbite’ series on Farmoor reservoir in 
quite a hefty wooden Enterprise dinghy.  The wind was blowing a force 4 or 5 on the 

Beaufort scale – a wind where you see the white 
on the tops of the waves – ‘white horses’. We 
capsized, and being buffeted around in the water 
we could not bring the bows round to head into 
the wind – necessary to right the boat. We were 

in the water for about 20 minutes. Despite wet-suits 
and the full kit, we both got hypothermia by the 
time the rescue boat reached us, and my brother 
was, after a hot shower, taken by ambulance to 

the Radcliffe Infirmary. I caught up with him there in the old Accident and 
Emergency department where someone had not very helpfully taken off all his warm
clothes to examine him and left him semi-naked and shivering. Since I also worked in
A&E at the time, I was easily able to fish Peter out of there, get him to dress again 
quickly and take him for some hot coffee around the corner.

Of course my brother Peter was not the first by that name to have a near-drowning 
experience on a lake as we heard from the reading today. My story was about Peter 
Matthews, and we heard Matthew’s Peter story set on Lake Galilee – nearly two 
thousand years before.

The wonderful thing about the biblical Peter is that we know so much about him. 
The Gospels are full of what Peter thought and said and did. His name is Simon when
we first come across him, and it is not clear from the Gospels when Jesus actually 
renamed him ‘Peter’ (Greek), or ‘Cephas’ (Aramaic) or ‘Rocky’ (American) or ‘A Brick’
(English). Mark's Gospel and Luke's Gospel mention that Jesus gave Simon the 
nickname Peter, but do not say when. St John's Gospel reports that it happened at 
the time that Jesus first met him, and it's certainly reasonable to assume that Peter 
the fisherman was a strong - probably very strong - man. Rocky would be a good 
nickname. But Matthew's Gospel records the name as being given at the time that 
Peter made his great declaration:  some time deep into the ministry of Jesus - half 
way through the Gospel. And what was the great declaration? It was that in response
to Jesus having asked “Who do men say that I am?”, and Peter giving the answer 
“Some say one of the prophets and some say Elijah” and Jesus then asking, “And 
who do you say that I am?” Peter replies: “You are the Messiah, the Son of the living 
God.” Peter had moved from being someone with knowledge but little 
understanding to someone beginning to see what there was to be seen, and to hear 
what there was to hear and to feel the pulse of the Kingdom of God stir in his 
arteries. What is the moment that this awareness dawns? In Matthew’s Gospel the 
insight happens two chapters earlier – and that was the reading that you heard from 
Clare. For here is the sea-faring Peter in his own boat against a prevailing wind – 
‘buffeted by the waves because the wind was against it’. A force 4 or 5 on the 



Beaufort scale! And the narrative is almost casual in its account of the fact that 
Jesus, having been praying most of the night on the mountainside comes to them 
just before dawn – ‘Jesus went to them, walking on the lake’ is the way it is 
described. The disciples think he’s a ghost. Jesus immediately says to them: “Take 
courage! It is I. Don’t be afraid.”
“Lord, if it’s you,” Peter replies, “tell me to come to you on the water.”
“Come,” he says.
Then Peter gets down out of the boat, walks on the water and comes toward Jesus. 
But then he notices the wind, panics and begins to sink, crying out, “Lord, save me!”
Immediately Jesus reaches out his hand and catches him.
The disciples are astonished, the wind dies down and someone – probably Peter – 
says to Jesus “Truly you are the son of God”.  This is the moment of recognition that 
something truly of God was happening right there and then.

In the Zeffirelli film ‘Jesus of Nazareth’, about half-way through, there is a scene of a 
camp fire where Peter settles down to go to sleep next to Matthew. And discussing 
what happens when ‘all this is over’ Peter says he’ll go back to fishing. Matthew 
responds “You’ll never go fishing again – for the world has changed. It will never be 
the same again, and you and I are the first to know.”

Here we are in these strange times with the sense that for many different reasons 
the world will never be the same again – and we struggle with this in the light of our 
own Christian faith. But I do think that we can take a great deal of heart from Peter, 
who jumps between confidence and confusion. For we see in him the extremes of 
insight and ignorance, of loyalty and betrayal, of sense and stupidity, of strength and 
weakness. 

Peter who is called from his fishing
Peter who tries to walk on the water – and fails
Peter who doesn't understand the parables
Peter who recognises Jesus as the Christ
Peter who contradicts Jesus’s warning of the suffering that lies ahead
Peter who says, "You have the words of life, Lord - to whom else should we go?"
Peter who witnesses the transfiguration – and then wants to erect booths!
Peter who asks, ‘How many times shall I forgive my brother?’
Peter who says he will never disown Jesus
Peter who falls asleep in the garden
Peter who pulls a sword and cuts the ear off the servant of the high priest
Peter who gets terrified in the darkness of the night
Peter who denies Jesus
Peter who runs to the tomb
Peter who meets Jesus in the quietness of the lakeside, and plunges out of his boat 
to the shore
Peter who, having denied Jesus three times, finds himself acknowledging Jesus to be 
the Lord - three times
And Peter, who despite all his vacillations and mistakes is entrusted by Jesus to build
up his kingdom on earth. 



Peter is a paradigm of who we all are, for the story of Peter is the story of those who 
strive to follow Jesus, at any time and in any place
We are all: 
Reliable and unreliable
We say the right things and we say the wrong things
We understand everything and understand nothing
We are brave and we are cowardly
We are shown wonderful things and respond with clichés
We run to the tomb, but don't understand its significance
We face the questions of the risen Jesus in our lives and are challenged to respond.  

And despite all our shortcomings it is we who have been entrusted with the task of 
holding and sharing the good news of His kingdom. 

In later life Peter writes a letter – reflecting again perhaps on his name and really 
calling us all ‘Peter’, ‘Cephas’ or ‘Rocky’:

“You also, as living stones, 
must be built up into a spiritual temple… (1 Peter,2 v4)

So as we continue to face the uncertainties of our lives in these strange COVID-19 
dominated times we should, with Peter, put out our hand when we feel in danger of 
sinking in the Force 5 wind and the darkness that comes before dawn, and trust that 
we will be caught by the strong arm of Jesus. “Take courage! It is I. Don’t be afraid.”

Those words: “Fear not! Don’t be afraid!”  are a dominant theme of all the holy 
scriptures.

For, as Peter goes on to say in his letter:

You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated nation, a 
people claimed by God for his own, to proclaim the glorious deeds of 
him who has called you out of darkness into his marvellous light.          (1 Peter,2 v9)
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